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Thursday 20	germany and spain
The German Government have protested sharply in Madrid
against the stopping of the German liner Kamerun by a Spanish
cruiser, and the German commander in Spanish waters has
warned the Spanish commander that any other unjustifiable
acts of force will be met with force. The German Press vitu-
peratively denounce the Spanish Government forces as "Red
pirates*5 and "Red hordes." Prospects for agreement for non-
intervention in Spain are not improved, though in Rome the
impression has been given that divergences between Paris and
Rome are gradually being narrowed down.
the soviet trial
The trial of those charged with plotting to overthrow the
Stalin regime was resumed, each prisoner exposing the alleged
activities, not of himself, but of the other prisoners. The evid-
ence is a fantastic story of meetings in houses and railway car-
riages. The plotters agreed to exterminate the murderers whom
they employed; Bakayeff was to be the head of the new Ogpu;
Zinovieff the head of the new party; Kameneff head of the
Government. All the prisoners answered broken-spiritedly,
"Yes, you're right/' to the accusations. Bakayeff had planned
the murder of Kiroff with the assassin Nikolayeff. Mratchkovsky
had received a letter from Trotsky, written in chemicals, urging
the murder of Stalin. Zinovieff said that the exiled Trotsky
issued instructions to his agents that Stalin must be physically
destroyed. Trotsky, who is now in Oslo, declares that the whole
accusation is a gross lie.
Friday 21	the spanish conflict
A correspondent writes from Spain that the appalling cruelty
in the Spanish civil war has betrayed the gulf between the
Spanish mentality and that of most of the rest of Europe. A
characteristic of this people, however, which has an even
greater influence on the progress of events is their individualism.
War has not been able to reconcile different wings of the same
camps. Both Government and anti-Government cling to ex-
treme collectivist ideas which are really foreign to them. At the
moment the fronts are fairly solid, but the Spanish inability to
submit to the necessary discipline and the universal lack of
organisation must be reckoned with. General Queipo de Llano
said that when he took charge of the Second Division he had to
force officers of the garrison at revolver point to get in touch
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